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Food Tip
When you find a good price on milk,
you probably wish you could stock
up. The best way to store milk longterm is by freezing it. To freeze milk,
remove about one cup from a gallon
container of milk to prevent the jug
from expanding too much when
frozen. It can be frozen for up to 3
months.

Simple Fashion Tips for Every
Day
Here are a few basic tips to help
develop your innate fashion sense:
o Wear something comfortable. You
won't look good if you can't
breathe.
o Wear a color you love. Most
people feel more confident in their
favorite colors.
o A pair of earrings and a nice
handbag can do wonders for any
outfit.

COMMUNITY NEWS
Inviting uestrooms...
If you are planning for some guests
in your home, consider these ideas.
Along with clean bed linens,
consider adding a featherbed
mattress topper, extra pillows, and
extra blankets for your guests. If
there is space available, have a
small upholstered chair in a corner.
Offer some bottled water and some
light snacks. The room should have
adequate lighting, including a
reading light by the bed. A simple
alarm clock is a necessity.

Making Lists for Better Time Management
Some days, it feels like you wake
up, immediately get to work and
don't have a minute to yourself until
lunchtime. But how much did you
really get done? We tend to waste
time on projects that aren't going
anywhere, instead of focusing on
tasks that will actually yield results.
To avoid this, try making a list of the
things you absolutely need to get
done that day. Then make another
list of things to focus on after the

priority list is completed. You can
make these lists first thing in the
morning or even the night before.
This way, you'll prioritize instead of
taking up tasks impulsively.

“The world is a dangerous place to
live; not because of the people who
are evil, but because of the people
who don’t do anything about it.”
—Albert Einstein

Meet the Staff
Brittney Connor- Community Manager
Shelly Reeder - Leasing Specialist
Jeff Pace- Maintenance Lead

Leasing Center Hours Mon - Fri: 9-6, Saturday 10-5, Sunday Closed
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Dogs and Leashes
We all love our dogs and we love having them here in the community.
Please keep in mind that community policy requires that dogs be
leashed at all times. This is for everyone's safety!

Start Your Own Book
Club

A book club is a great option for those who want to read more but can't seem to
finish a book, or have trouble selecting reading material. Starting a book club and
getting together with like-minded people to discuss each book makes reading more
enjoyable. You can start a book club with as few as three people. Each week, have a
different member choose which book to read - this will give your group a variety of
viewpoints and interesting topics to discuss!

Maintenance Emergencies
Please contact the office immediately for maintenance emergencies including,
but not limited to, broken windows or doors, strong odors of gas or smoke,
electrical problems, consistently running toilets, and broken heaters or air
conditioning units.

